Introduction
1. Throughout this paper we denote by R an open Riemann surface and by R0 a relatively compact subdomain of R with the relative boundary 8R0 consisting of a finite number of mutually disjoint closed analytic Jordan curves. The open set RX=R -R0 can be considered to be a neighborhood of the ideal boundary ß of R. For the sake of simplicity, we denote by a the common relative boundary BR0 = dRx and we fix the orientation of a positively with respect to the domain R0.
A harmonic differential a defined on RX = RX'U a is called a harmonic singularity at ß and in case J"B a a *o < oo, we say that the singularity a at ß is removable. A harmonic differential A on R is said to have the harmonic singularity o at ß if A-a is a removable harmonic singularity at ß. The purpose of this paper is to discuss the following Problem A. Find a harmonic differential X on R having a given harmonic singularity a at ß.
It is known (Ahlfors-Sario [1, p. 300]) that Problem A is solvable if a and *a are the restrictions to Rx of some closed ^-differentials on R. We shall prove that if R <£ 0G, then Problem A is always solvable, and if R e Oa, then Problem A is solvable if and only if ja o = J*a *o = 0 (Theorem 2).
2. In Problem A, we may assume without loss of generality that o is a ^-differential on R whose restriction to Rx gives a harmonic singularity at ß. In fact, take a subdomain Ra of R such that RacR0 and o-is harmonic on R-Ra. We find a C1-function </> on R such that </> = 1 on a neighborhood of Rx and c4=0 on a neighborhood of Ra. Then <f>o can be considered to be a ^-differential on R and <f>a\Rx = a.
Let F = T(P) be the Hubert space of all square integrable differentials on R which is the completion of square integrable C'-differentials on R with respect to the inner product (mx, a¡2)= § wxa*co2. We denote by re0 = rc0(P) the closure of Pe? = Te$(R) = {df ;fe Q°(P)} in T, where C0°°(P) is the totality of C"-functions on R with compact supports. We also denote by *Te0 = *re0(R)={*oj ; w e Te0(R)}. Then we have the de Rahm decomposition of F :
where Th = Th(R) is the totality of harmonic differentials in T(R). From these remarks, it follows at once that Problem A is equivalent to the following: Problem B. Given a C1-differential a on R whose restriction to Rx is a harmonic singularity at ß, find a harmonic differential X on R such that X -a e Te0(R) ®*Te0(R).
The advantage of this reformulation is that we can now see the precise nature of the solution. That is, we shall show that if the solution A of Problem B exists, then it is unique and if a is exact (resp. *exact), then the solution À is also exact (resp. *exact). A differential is *exact, if, by definition, its *conjugate is exact (Theorem 2).
3. The key to the solution of our problem is the following: let 2(a) be the totality of continuous differentials w defined on neighborhoods Va of a and 20(a) the subclass of 2(a) consisting of differentials co such that Jaco = 0. For each tu e 2(a), we consider the quantity where g is the Green's function on R0. HD0 is a pre-Hilbert space with this inner product, and we denote it by HD0g. Let {un}"=x be a Cauchy sequence in HD0g. Since it is also a Cauchy sequence in HD0, there exists an element u e HD0 such that dun -> du in each parametric neighborhood. Then by Fatou's lemma 
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Let u e HD0 r\ C(R0). Since d*du2=2 du A* du, by Green's formula, (4) f u2*dg = 2 f gdu A *du.
Ja Jr0
Hence if cü e @0(a) and u e HD(R) n C(R0), then by (3), (4), and the fact ja uw = j (u -u(z0))oj, we deduce
where K2 = 2KX Ja Q2 *dg with Q. *dg=<o on a. Hence by using Dirichlet's principle, we obtain the following :
Lemma 1 [3] . Let w e @0(a). Then there exists a constant Cm depending only on o> such that for any fe CX(R0) n C(R0), (6) I f/wNc«, f dfA *df I Ja Jr0
5. Assume that R$0G. RX = R-R0 consists of a finite number of components RXX), Rlx2),..., R{k\ Let a¡ = a n dRf. If Rf has positive (resp. null) ideal boundary, then we put Ft = Rf (resp. Ft = R-(Rf) ~) and orient ai = dFt positively with respect to F¡. Take the harmonic measure w¡ on F¡ such that w¡=0 on oF¡. Since P £ 0G, at least one of Pi0 and P-(Pi°)~ has positive ideal boundary and by our choice of Fb H'j>0. Take an /in Cq(R) arbitrary but fixed for the time being. Let F[ be a subdomain of F¡ such that F¡-{ft)~ is a neighborhood of the ideal boundary of F¡ and /vanishes on Fi-F/ and such that dF( consists of a finite number of mutually disjoint analytic closed Jordan curves with a^dF¡. We orient ßx = dF[ -a¡ positively with respect to F{. Let u be harmonic in F[ with boundary values / on dF'i. Hence u=f on a¡ and u=0on j8t. By Green's formula u2 *dwtwt *du2 = wtd *du2.
Jffi+ii Jat+ßi Jfí
Since *du2 = 2u*du = 0 on ft and d*du2 = 2 du A *du, we have w2 VvVj = 2 w¡ c/m A *<7k. Lemma 3. Let ReOG and co e 2(a). In order that there exists a constant Ca depending only on oe such that for any fe Cl(R), í/coN ca f *ya *df I Ja JR it is necessary and sufficient that co e 20(a).
7. Lemmas 2 and 3 complete the proof of the fact mentioned in 3 :
Theorem 1. If R$0G, then K(a, co) < oo for any co e 2(a), while if Re 0G, then K(a, co) < co if and only if w e 20(a).
